News release 2008-01
Serial production of the new STOLL frontend loader started
New STOLL-frontend loader ROBUST FZ go into production

Lengede, February 2008
At time Wilhelm STOLL Maschinenfabrik GmbH from Lengede in Lower
Saxony/Germany presented the new STOLL frontend loader ROBUST FZ to the
general public during the worlds largest show for agricultural technology, the
AGRITECHNICA fair, a brisk demand started promptly and the order books were filled
up on site. STOLL promised an availability to the end of February at the very latest.
This announcement has been put into action on 19th February 2008.

This event has been committed with a special ceremony in the front loader assembly
hall. The first frontend loader from the serie has been handed over from general
manager Uwe Glasenapp and production manager Matthias Türp officially to the sales
manager Detlev Blume.
Interest in this event were also shown by presence of representatives of public policy,
the head of regional district Peine, Mr. Franz Einhaus, and Mr. Hans Hermann Baas,
the mayor of Lengede, where STOLL company is located. They accompanied the
production start also with their greetings.

For the first time STOLL produced and sold more than 10.000 frontend loaders of the
existing programme within the past fiscal year. The new frontend loader completes the
STOLL range with extra large loaders for heavy duty tractors up to 300 hp. At a later
date - intention is end of the present fiscal year - also the new frontend loaders for
tractors with less hp will be available.

The new frontend loader ROBUST FZ (the F stands for high wear-resistant finegrained steel / the Z stands for the particular parallel motion of the implement by
means of the Z-kinematics) impresses at first glance through a modern design, which
was adapted with particular attention to the appearance of current tractors. So a paint
finish of anthracite in harmony with hydraulic cylinders in silver has been created,
which should emphasize the high value of the new product STOLL.

As the market leader for frontend loaders in Germany and the number 2 worldwide,
STOLL offers also some technical innovation and underlines so its leading position.
Through the Z-kinematics, which do not impede the look ahead for the tractor driver
as at other front loader manufacturers, STOLL has used the cavity inside the front
loader and has installed the control rods hidden. In connection with the now also
covertly installed hydraulic pipes, the tractor driver has a much better view to the
cargo and the environment, so the charge will be increased, as well as the security in
operation will be improved. At the new STOLL loader also the ease of use has been
enhanced. By pressing a button functions will be controlled from the tractor seat,
which allow a more effective filling of the bucket and more power with every charging
action.

With the new loader, STOLL will definitely progress the formulated corporate goal of
further improved market shares, particularly in the export sector, in the future. This
became already clear during business meetings with importers worldwide on the
AGRITECHNICA show. The presence of Wilhelm STOLL company on the market of
agricultural technology will be saved by this new product for the foreseeable future.
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